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This paper discusses the impact of the Internet as communication technology and work
environment on changing professional relations and work practices. In particular the paper
contributes to a better understanding of collaboration processes enabled by the web and
hereby draw a field for further research on trust within Open Source Software (OSS)
communities. Having two contradictory interpretations of the technical structure of the
project development we indicate its ambiguity to make a point about the meaning of trust
and distrust in crating the space for cooperation. Neither trust is necessary nor distrust
destructive thanks to the boundary object – the source code repository – that serves as
a sole meeting point between OSS community and the company.
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Setting the stage
Creative processes may emerge from a process of negotiating multiple and potentially competing interests (Drazin,
Glynn & Kazanjian, 1999:291) and identities (Jemielniak, 2010). This is in particularly visible within a group of the new
knowledge workers, like software engineers (Hunter et al, 2010), which we focus on. In this setting we discuss the concept
of trust as a basis for cooperation both in the open (Ciesielska, 2010; Ciesielska & Iskoujina, 2012; Chesbrough, 2006,
Westenholz, 2012) and virtual collaboration (Greendberg et al., 2007; Jarvenpaa, et al., 1998).
This paper will take a look at the example of the source repository structure of a specific open source software project
– here called Goblin – in order to make sense of it in terms of trust relations. A source repository is a form of dynamic
online storage of the source-code a project is producing, and access is typically regulated through individual user-rights.
We use an empirical example of an open source project in which business participants are working from within semiTamara – Journal for Critical Organization Inquiry, © 2013 by Kozminski University
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closed subprojects integrated into the repository structure. While the normal project developers – individual hackers - are
working on a fully open basis. The main source-code tree is synchronized (upgraded) from both sources through the
review process of the core group of developers.
We found the structural form of the Goblin project to contain ambiguous elements. In this paper, driven by the
empirically rooted curiosity, we aim at explaining what the source tree of the application is for different participants and
what purpose it serves in terms of enabling collaboration and building/communicating trust and or distrust. To analyze this
ambiguous structure we are using a theoretical concept of a “boundary object” (Wenger, 2000). Although we believe that
the source repository is much more than just a boundary object, taking this standpoint together with interpretative
paradigm let us to focus on sense-making aspects and trust-distrust play undertaken on the junction between different
communities of practice. We are placing our stories of trust and distrust in a particularly challenging context of
commercial partners of open source software (OSS) community (Weber, 2004; Ciesielska, 2010; Ciesielska & Iskoujina,
2012). On the one hand, business participators with their specific rationales and fear of being too open and thereby to
benefit their competitors. On the other hand, the open source logics, which take a stand against "free riding" and violation
of licensing requirements, often associated with business conduct. At the same time, as a consequence of social and
technological changes it is observable that pre-existing boundaries between corporate and community partners are being
blurred (Jaaksi, 2006; 2007). This makes the field of OSS communities and public collaborative processes relevant for
discussing trust building processes in the Internet era. The type of source repository structure described in this paper
seems to share similarities with other OSS communities. Therefore it contributes not only to the theoretical discussions,
but also offer empirically embedded analysis, which practitioners may find relevant for their work (Jemielniak, 2006).

Trust, façade of trust and boundary objects
Rothstein (2007) argues that the literature addresses different conceptualisations of trust, although the main differences
allow for looking at it as a result of utilitarian calculations (figuring out who is worth being trusted in terms of persons’
interests) or as a moral orientation (being trustful towards others). Similar remarks can be found in Greendberg et al.
(2007), who refer to two ‘traditional’ sources of trust: (1) a cognitive trust that arises from the assessment of another
person’s integrity and abilities and (2) an affective trust that is linked to social bonds and benevolence. According to
Lewis and Weigert (1985), cognitive trust provides a basis for the creation of affective trust relations and, therefore, can
be considered as a positive antecedent of affective trust (McAllister, 1995; Johnson and Grayson, 2005).
Hardin (2006) argues that only cognitive explanations of trust emergence give interesting insights. According to him,
other conceptions of trust, like moral commitments and psychological or character disposition, do not lead to a better
understanding or creation of general trust theories. Although some may not completely agree with Hardin, as certain
elements of the affective trust might have an impact on interpersonal and intraorganisational relations, this paper focuses
primarily on the analysis of the cognitive aspect of trust—encapsulated interests, as Hardin would call them
(i.e., perceived common interests of two parties)—judged by the common collaboration history and “proper” behaviour of
the other party over a certain period of time.
The trust is believed to be a prerequisite for successful collaboration (Gambetta, 1988; Hardin, 2002; 2006; Lane
& Bachmann, 1998/2000, Ciesielska & Iskoujina, 2012) resource for building social capital (Rothstein, 2007) and
potential condition for knowledge sharing between communities of practice. In traditional, rational theories, trust is
understood at interpersonal level and explained via positive relationship and common interests.
On the other hand distrust is considered as a destructive force that has to be dealt with. When distrust comes onto the
scene there must be a replacement introduced. For instance, when a company does not trust its subcontractor, they refer to
contracts and the trust they have in the institution of law (Latusek, 2007). Or alternatively, if one of the partners has more
control over the situation, they can suppress distrust by creating a façade of trust (Ciesielska, 2010).
Hardy, Phillips and Lawrence (1998/2000) adds to this discussion a concept of facades of trusts, which are simply
a creation of illusion of trust while being in reality power based relationship. According to their model trust can be either
spontaneously created or generated on purpose but it is equally possible to use asymmetrical power structure to create
façade of trust. Spontaneous trust emerges naturally during cooperation as predictable behaviour ensures partners in their
good will and engagement. There are two likely sources of shared meaning: it can be institutionalized in the community of
practice or it can be a by-product of social interaction. Trust can exist then as institutionalized (system trust) or communal
identity (personal trust). However, rarely trust is natural and fully spontaneous. On the contrary participants often generate
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it through communicative activities. They try to ensure that shared meaning is mutually constructed and in order to bring
about common benefit.
However, in both cases trust is based on shared meaning, which either already exists (institutional order) or is mutually
constructed during collaboration (generated trust). Whenever meaning is shared but is distorted or imposed by one partner
Hardy, Phillips and Lawrence (1998/2000) refer to this situation as facade of trust. Cooperation emerges through
management of meaning (manipulation) or through dependency and socialization (capitulation). They argue that
relationship and co-operation may seem like trust when it is based on imbalance and power of one partner over the others.
The development of the Internet communication and open source project in particular, make these kinds of explanations
not fully applicable or at least do not lead to explaining how individuals and companies make sense of online open
collaboration. However, cooperation may as well emerge in a situation of lack of trust or even distrust, even when there is
no real power difference between partners. The existence of commercial partners in open source projects is the best
example of this occurrence.
It became questionable if impersonal contacts; online/virtual teams and geographical distributions of participants
automatically lead to the opening of developing other ways of reducing risks and building trust. Those specific aspects are
raised in the literature on open source movement (Matzat, 2004; Osterloh & Rota, 2004) in form of institutional or system
trust (the way open source projects are run) or swift trust (based on the assumption of common engagement in the project
‘good’). It is also an interesting perspective mentioned in studies of the commercial IT/software sector (study of distrust
by Latusek, 2007) as well as online communities (Wiertz & Ruyer, 2007). However, enabling conditions and dynamics of
trust relations between business and independent participants in OSS projects has not been given enough focus.
Here we believe the concept of boundary object becomes helpful. After Star & Griesemer (1989) we define boundary
object as abstract concepts or concrete “things” which exists in several intersecting social worlds. Although they have
different meanings and serve various informational requirements of different parties, they serve as a means of translation.
In order to do so, boundary object must be in the same time plastic and robust. That is being adaptable to the needs and
constraints of several perspectives but maintain common identity between communities of practice (Wenger, 2000).
The boundary object perspective is especially useful in understanding collaborative situations between heterogeneous
partners. We believe that in contrary to many trust theories, it enables to see that full consensus is not necessarily a
condition for successful conduct of work. Because communities of practice may see, interpret and understand boundary
object differently and the sense-making process between partners do not need to be fully coherent and leading to
commonly accepted agreement on all aspects of cooperation. Therefore the boundary objects can be used to forge the
collaborating links between groups. Being on the link between differentiated social worlds:
(…) effective boundary object are in constant flux of actual (and potential) co-construction and
re-construction at the hands of interacting actors. This boundary constructing, in return, leads
to enriched organizational sense-making (Holford et al., 2008:1).
The boundary object framework is very closely linked to sense-making perspective (Weick, 1979, 1995) and
communication studies. Boundary construction is an integral part of the sense-making process. Boundaries are “shared
social, organizational, and discursive spaces” (Wilson & Herndl, 2007:131). However, boundary objects as artefacts of
bounding activity are very ambiguous constructs. On the one hand, they distinguish communities of practice. But at the
same time, working out boundary objects is also part of the rhetorical activity that may foster communication and
cooperation. Integration and mutual understanding is achieved by common points of reference (Chrisman, 1999). That is
why we believe that the existence of the boundary object can help sustaining balance between different interests.

Methodological note
This study used ethnographic methods (Kostera, 2007; Jemielniak & Kostera, 2010). The authors have engaged open
source software in terms of an empirical fieldsite (Kelty et al 2009). Understood more closely in terms of the; production
and reproduction of open source software in particular settings. The here presented material has been assembled under the
umbrella of a larger research project concerned with the intersections between open source software and institutional
entrepreneurs. The two authors have in parallel worked on individual sub-projects, respectively the significance of trust
and the exploration of property relations and expression of ownership– the investigated sites have not been identical, but
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strong associations uncovered themselves through discussions and linking. The material underlying this paper is extracted
from a bricolage (Lévi-Strauss 1968) of notes from a long-term ethnographic fieldwork, personal interviews, emails and
the reading of source-code repository commit-logs. Issues in regard to encompassment (LiPuma 2001) and how to
establish trustful relations kept emerging during the discussions between the authors. Ethnographic details pointed towards
a schism between on the one side; independents developers who 'fear' encompassment - encirclement - and on the other
side; a corporation which lacks trust due to a fear of intellectual piracy (Johns, 2009). Collaboration and exchange would
seem an impossible thought.
Despite this it was evident, through the reading of commit-logs and source-code header-files that something was
crossing back and forth across an invisible borderline. To understand source-code one has to acknowledge is as entangled
object (Thomas, 1991) which comes with a complete biography embedded in its text. Source-code is distributed in the
form of simple text, it always starts with information about the author(s), license and practical comments. Commit-log
messages explains whom it was who committed a particular file into a repository and often explains why this was/is done.
Looking across time it was visible that larger “chunks” of new source-code were pushed into the projects repository – and
that the origins pointed across the border. Something made it possible to solve the mentioned schism, transgressing the
border through the common creation of a boundary object. The methodological approach, which led to this understanding,
was by itself guided by open collaboration and sharing of empirical material.

Open source software
Open source software is, at least from a legal point of view, the product of a certain kind of ingenuity. The story goes,
at least according to Richard Stallman (1999) that for the longest time of the existence of 'computer' software it has been
free and open for use and modification. The introduction of proprietary software, on a large scale during the 1980's,
confronted individuals like Stallman with a moral choice. They could either betray their fellow hackers by entering the
world of nondisclosure agreements – or, work towards a change in the basic premises. Stallman realised that what was
needed, was first a new operating system. This made him coin the slightly obscure term GNU which translates into Gnu
Not Unix, as a punt on at that time dominating Unix operating system. He writes how; “the goal of GNU was to give users
freedom, not just to be popular, so we needed to use distribution terms that prevented GNU software from being turned
into proprietary software. The method we use is called “copyleft” (Stallman, 1999: 59). These thoughts and actions
quickly lead to the definition of free software and creation of the Free Software Foundation. Quickly explained, a program
is free software is free for you as user if:
• You have the freedom to run the program, for any purpose.
• You have the freedom to modify the program to suit your needs.
• You have the freedom to redistribute copies.
• You have the freedom to redistribute modified versions of the program.
In this context “free” refers to freedom and not to price, there is nothing, which hinders the selling or commercial use
of free software – as long as the software, and any subsequent modifications, are redistributed under its original free
software license. The importance of the legal aspects of licensing brings us back to the previously mentioned notion of
“copyleft”. The Free Software Foundation implemented, through an ingenious process of reversal, a completely new
licensing system which at the same was based on existing copyright law – this was the GNU GPL, or GNU General Public
License (still the most common of the diverse range of open source licenses). Existing legal notions of copyright, when it
comes to computer software, is aimed at excluding others from access to, redistribution and modification of the underlying
source-code. Whereas the copyleft turns this upside-down and enforces circulation, rights of use and right to chance, as
long as the software is re-distributed under the original license (e.g. GPL or similar). This might leave the impression that
this particular kind of software is simply given away, but this is not the case than as Stallman has paraphrased it: “free as
in freedom, not as in free beer”. The ambiguity of this saying did on the other hand ignite a feeling of evangelism – with
associations to hostility towards intellectual property rights, communism and similar aspects – which made commercial
interests sceptical towards use and involvement with software licensed under GPL. In the year 1998 a new initiative,
known as the Open Source Initiative, was created to clarify these misunderstandings and aimed at introducing the far less
politically charged terminology; Open Source Software (Raymond, 1999).
Independent of all these legal and ideological aspects the explosive emergence and adoption of Free and Open Source
Software has manifested a new mode of production, fuelled by the ubiquitous availability of personal computers and
Internet access. Some voices claim that the open source has impact well beyond programming (Schweik and Semenow,
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2003) and as a new mode of production will help create the post-capitalist world – but, it is clear that present institutional
forms and relations are being re-worked and changed.
One significant area where this has taken place is in the new kinds of collaboration between open source software
projects and commercial research and development structures. The boundaries between closed and public environments
are being blurred and are breaking down through these kinds of involvements, and this brings with it a need for new kinds
of trust relations (not based on contracts or other commercial agreements). This cooperation is especially interesting in the
setting of open source software communities where contributors-coders participate both as private persons and as
company’s employees. Moreover, the boundaries of known identities, such as ‘IT producer’ and ‘IT user’ and entities as a
company and a community are being transgressed as a consequence of interaction between the two worlds (Westenholz,
2003; 2009). This creates a situation when groups ruled by competing logics (closed-proprietary products vs. quasi-public
goods) are to work on the single OSS project and raises a question of possible basis for this cooperation.

Goblin
This paper is based on a study of boundary interactions between an open source project and a number of commercial
companies, who together are collaborating on development and use. Due to the reality that certain facts about identity and
subsequent interests of the various involved parties require anonymity (the authors of this paper also have trust relations
which have to be honoured) all names used or entities referred to are fictitious. The open source project will, in this
respect and from now on, be named; the Goblin project. The focus of Goblin is the development of a Linux based system
for networked devices and the source-code is licensed under GPL.
The majority of open source projects are organizational nightmares, not in the sense of being dysfunctional just quite
non-organized (Woods & Guliani 2005). The biggest and more significant projects are structured, with appointed
positions, boards and even paid employees, but the vast number of projects are just a group of people working on
“something”. From the point of view of a commercial company this is often a very difficult situation; then how do you
interact and collaborate with something, which is “not there”? ”Not there” is to be understood in the sense that the people
involved in the project are spread across several continents, 99% of the interaction takes place via email or IRC (Internet
Relay Chat) and there is no office to visit or phone number to call. There is often only a website and a source-code
repository visible from the outside.
The source repository of the Goblin project – somehow the metaphor of a tree keeps being the standard way of
explaining the structure – is where all the work takes place. It is both the hub around which everything revolves and the
pounding heart. A source-code repository is by itself a simple object, it is a storage “container” for the numerous text files
which constitutes the source-code.
Computer software is in its original form text files written in one of the many different programming languages, and
these text files have to be compiled into binary format (machine readable form) to create the actual application, such as a
word-processing program. The repository stores all of these files and integrates a system for the continuous updating of
the whole “tree” when new files or changes to existing files are committed by individual developers. The normal workflow is that an individual downloads, or synchronizes, a copy of the complete source-code tree to a local computer, makes
the wished changes and then commits the new version of the file back to the repository. Hereafter, the repository
automatically updates itself, and “stamps” a new revision number onto the source tree.
On the other hand, this was only a description of the procedure and what really counts in reality is who has the rights
to commit directly, who has to submit patches to a review-process and who is without access. Understood in the way that
it is free for everyone to download a copy of the source-code, but not everyone can upload files to the repository. This
brings the subject of this paper into clear view – then who can be entrusted with having direct, and potentially fatal, access
to the heart of a project? The existing group of developers who all have commit rights trust each other, and there are long
traditions for how an individual becomes a developer. But, how is trust created and maintained between a project and a
commercial company?
The source-code repository itself becomes a kind of boundary object, and functions as a meeting and merging point.
The repository is in ways the only place to meet then it is the only visible representation of work and existence. If
someone wants to involve himself or herself with the Goblin project they will eventually have to find their way to the
repository. Over time it happens that companies in one or another way emerges in the horizon – but, this is a situation
filled with a particular kind of tension. The company wants to have access to the source-code in the repository in such a
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way that it can work on its “own things” (without to many others who are snooping around). But, at the same time conflict
can arise if the company decides to close off, or directly create an independent fork of, the Goblin source-code. The
project wants to protect their work from appropriation as well as attracting new developers, submissions and relations.
This brought quickly the before mentioned tension into the play of organizing the process of collaboration. Though,
before stating the solution it would be interesting to take a look at what kind of interests had brought this meeting about.
One particular “day” this problem became immanent. An employee of the company Extensiva approached several of
the Goblin developers, and told that the company would like to use the projects software in a new line of products.
Inquiries of this kind are always very exciting, and there was clear interest from both parties in collaboration. But, from
the point of view of the Goblin developers there was a risk for the integrity of the repository, and the independency of the
project itself. Added to this, there had been little actual contact between the Goblin project and Extensiva prior to the
contact, and as one Goblin developer stated: “…We deal with people, and we don't really know any of the Extensiva
people...”. Meaning that a whole new relationship had to be build and ways of maintaining it.
Extensiva initiated the contact, and it came as a slight surprise to the developers from Goblin, then from the beginning
on the company made it clear what they wanted and what they could offer. Within Extensiva there had been a series of
development meetings, which had come about due to existing customers, beginning to ask about other options and
alternatives to the software solution the company offered. Both research and management was confronted with the same
problem – if they didn't respond to these requests/suggestions then somebody else would. But, how to go about this
request for diversity? From the management point it would be extremely difficult to enter into collaboration with another
commercial company, and then could you trust others not to exploit such a relationship? Finding an independent partner
kept being the point around which the discussions revolved. It was needed to look elsewhere. One of members of the
Extensiva research department eventually suggested looking towards one of the existing open source project, who already
“played” with some of the devices manufactured by Extensiva. This suggestion suddenly opened a new direction. If
Entensiva, in some way or another, collaborated with an open source project it would both ensure independence from
other commercial actors and make it possible to maintain the parallel development. In respect to the development, it would
not require that the Extensiva research department had to do all the work themselves – but, if the numerous developers of
an open source project should take part they would need technical information from Extensiva normally not “submitted”
into the open. Again a prior question returned: who could you trust? A small group, or taskforce, from the company began
investigating the activities and development directions of a number of different open source projects. This process
eventually lead to the decision to contact the Goblin project, and offer technical information on one of the Extensiva
devices while asking for collaboration. This strategy did contain some risk for the company in terms of the spreading of
information, but the creation of a “partnership” with an independent actor was seen as being more important.
The Goblin project sees a lot of these things in a different light, they have their own interests and goals. The primary
focus of the project is to ensure that the “wealth” of the source-code repository is not appropriated and exploited, despite
the requirements of the GPL license, by outside people and entities. In these days it is needed to defend cultural products
from the dominant forces of commodification (Strathern, 2000, 2004), and this does not become less explicit when the
eyes are turned towards the particular form of multiple ownership, which prevails in the open source world (Strathern,
2005). One of the fundamental aspects of this defence is the constant circulation of source-code (Petersen 2008). This
circulation constantly reproduces the ownership, through visibility, and it can only be broken if source-code (the cultural
product) is taken out of circulation, as would happen if someone denied the requirements of the GPL license and placed
the code in a closed “environment”. In this sense, the Goblin project might give away the source-code (their work) but it
always keeps it, in terms of ownership – it is a particular model of giving-while-keeping (Petersen 2008). Another central
aspect is the question about who has the rights to access the Goblin source-code repository, who can add changes and
updates. Not everyone is a developer and there is what you might have to recognize as a set of rituals or traditions which
both guides and defines how an individual becomes a developer – a recognized individual – with rights of access. The
individual developer creates her/himself through work done, in accordance to these guidelines. These comments highlights
the interests of the Goblin project, then it would not be possible just to offer access to the repository to a company like
Extensiva - the company could in the worst case scenario erase the complete content of the repository.
On the other hand, Extensiva would be free to copy the content of the Goblin repository and create a closed mirror,
which then could hinder the free circulation. The lather would be a more or less direct threat to the vitality of the project.
Again, who can you trust? Despite all these worries, and as one informant from amongst the Goblin developers explained:
“.. We all need to recognize the differences between us and them and use it in a productive way. In many ways, when
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someone is clearly different from you it somehow becomes much easier to find a way to collaborate..”. The members of
the Goblin project and Extensiva likewise recognise the inherent difference, and came to the same conclusion that it would
be worthwhile to make an attempt at building a productive relationship.
Such a process of creation and building is neither straight forward and it took some time and work. In the end the result
came to be that the Goblin project created a synchronized mirror of the source-code tree to which only Extensiva and a
few of the Goblin developers had access.
In this way Extensiva could work freely with the source-code and the Goblin developers would be able to merge
interesting solutions and changes into the main repository. The solution is interesting in many ways then it continues the
ambiguity of the aspect of trust – then, who do you trust and in what way?

Between trust and distrust
The Goblin project and Extensiva found a model of collaboration based on the creation of a sub-project, a source-code
mirror “sitting” next to the primary repository. The Goblin repository, with its new extension, became re-created as
boundary object – at the same time ensuring that Extensiva could maintain its needs for “clouding over” its involvement,
and a way for the Goblin developers to secure that the work would be added to constant flow/circulation of the sourcecode. IT would seem that a balance had been found, but this does not equal that the tension between trust and distrust is
gone. The Goblin developers will never fully be able to know if Extensiva is telling them about all the company is doing,
and Extensiva are constantly wondering how much they can tell the Goblin developers. To this come numerous
intricacies, which arise when business logics clash with logics of free circulation – all adding to the complexity of the
constant act of keeping the balance. One interesting example goes as follow: The new collaboration had the very direct
result that people on the different sides of the boundary got to the point that they began building relationships of a more
personal nature. One Goblin developers, Axel, was doing a lot of work on one particular device from Extensiva – the
hacker jargon uses the term 'porting' or ' to create a port', which means to add changes to an existing code-base in such a
way that a hardware device is fully supported (everything works) – and his Extensiva contact, Carl, forwarded a lot of
information and source-code to Axel to make the work easier. Axel, as all good hackers, has an extended information
network through which he one day heard a rumour about Extensiva being ready to release a new version of parts of the
software. Axel immediately contacted Carl and asked him to forward a copy of the source-code – Carl replied that he
would get it organized. But, then he eventually had to reply to Axel that he was unable to forward a copy. Extensiva only
offered copies of the source-code/software to their customers. Carl and Axel had no problem with agreeing that Extensiva
had created a problem, which related to trust, distrust and relations of power. At first it looked like a knot tied to hard to
untie, but then Carl remembered that he knew a contact in one of the companies, who where customers of Extensiva and
had received a copy of the source-code. This everyday knowledge creates an opportunity and he leaped into action. The
result was that Axel ended-up downloading the source-code from a public ftp-server belonging to the other company, with
the help of Carl's friend. This little transaction increased the relationship between Carl and Axel, but it also contains a
strong ambiguity. Axel, as Goblin developer, had been confronted with unhidden distrust, which very clearly could hurt
the collaboration between the project and Extensiva if it became “public” knowledge. Carl and Axel trusted each other to
the degree that things would be kept quiet, so that access to information could be secured for Axel and Carl would not lose
his job – but, as Axel explained: “… I might have a good relation to Carl, but I don't really know what to think about the
company.”
The subprojects within Goblin are physically and conceptually detached from the main source repository. They, in the
same time, give possibility to hide internal company’s work connected to OSS project and release (submit) proposed
changes only if decided, and clearly indicates to project developers the origins of the proposed code. The sub-projects is ‘a
hand’ given to the business partner who is perceived as more focussed on ‘hiding’ its work in progress. However
participation in OSS development means that benefit is only possible if the code is actually submitted to the main source
repository. Key developers have gatekeeper power to shape the main source repository and decide on releasing new
version of the software. In consequence, there are trust, distrust and power relation mixed.

Discussion and Conclusions
The resource tree (software/project structure) serves as boundary object, although the boundary is actually getting
blurred. There is constant play between trust and doubt, expectation of good cooperation serving both project and
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participants confused with disbelief in other’s party good intentions. It is mostly sense-making process where boundaries
are drawn and overcome. It is not clear anymore which developer serves company’s or community’s interests more as the
relations and collaboration within project are created in parallel based on institutional arrangements and personal contacts
with each individual hacker and undergo constant redefining as the work goes on. This specific dialectics is enabled by the
structure of the project, which serves as a boundary object connecting communities of practice. Those communities, of
business and communal organization, are based on different logics of actions, but people working within them use the
collaboration around a source-code tree as a transgressing activity. The question who to trust, thou, seems to be repeated
like a mantra. Response is ambiguous; as for successful cooperation in IT mediated environment suspended and granted
trust in the same time is needed. Therfore we believe there is another possible interpretation.
The situation of Goblin source code repository what really makes the collaboration possible might be explained with
the macro-level system of trust - trust in social systems and institutions. Lindström and Janzon (2007:461) define
institutional (vertical) trust as “the trust of the citizens in the institutions, particularly the public institutions of society”. A
special type of a system trust is swift trust (Meyerson, Weick and Kramer, 1996), which is not based on common history,
but on the willingness to suspend doubt about the other party’s involvement and good faith that they will act in the group’s
best interest:
Swift trust theory is related to early stage of group interaction when participants are acting
upon their initial expectations of involvement of team members and their focus on effective
task performance. It is often presented as emerging in the context of temporary task groups.
The swift trust is then understood as trust initially present at the beginning of group formation
when team has jet no history or relationship worked out what so ever. But, because of the
character of their collaboration—temporary and task accomplishment oriented—they must
swiftly form relationships and divide roles to be able to act (Meyerson, Weick and Kramer,
1996:167).
The existence of institutional and swift trust is determined by people’s believe that those institutions will be effective
in sustaining the system. The impersonal trust is sustained by the guardians who also “simulate the practices of risk
spreading, personalizing, or contractually limiting agency relationship that principals ordinarily exert on their own behalf”
(Shapiro, 1987:636). These guardians are themselves guarded by institutionalised trust (Kroeger, 2009). In Goblin case the
combination of institutional (the OSS licences & their legal protection) and swift (the good of the project, share benefit
assumption) trust antecedents, rather than personal or cognitive ones, facilitate the collaboration of various communities
of practice within Goblin.
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